Minimally invasive percutaneous fixation of thoracolumbar fractures: where do we stand?
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Abstract
Thoracolumbar fractures are associated with high-energy trauma, most of them involving the thoraco-lumbar transition. Their surgical treatment is made with the purpose of stabilizing the spine and at the same time to correcting its alignment. Open fixation of these fractures leads to good outcomes but is associated with important comorbidity as significant blood loss and post-operative infection. Percutaneous fixation reduces soft-tissue damage and is unable to result in a true spinal fusion. But recent studies have shown its potential in leading to equivalent postoperative Cobb angle, postoperative vertebral body angle correction loss and postoperative vertebral body height correction loss. On the other hand, surgical treatment of thoracolumbar fractures by percutaneous instrumentation provides accurate placement of pedicle screws and leads to better functional and radiological outcomes.

Editorial
Fractures of thoracic and lumbar spine are a spectrum of injuries ranging from simple undisplaced fractures to complex fracture dislocations. Almost 60% of spinal fractures occur in the thoracolumbar region (T11-L2). They are usually caused by the failure of both the anterior and middle columns of the vertebral body under axial compression loads with or without flexion forces.

The traditional open approach in the surgical treatment of thoracolumbar fractures is associated with satisfactory clinical outcomes, mainly fracture reduction and deformity correction.

However, open fixation is associated with significant perioperative morbidity as it increases intra-operative blood loss and prolongs hospital stay. There are also studies showing higher infection rates, more paraspinal muscle damage and longer operative time.

Moreover, the open approach damages the ending point of the multifidus muscle bound, which affects the function of the muscles and limits waist torsion, leaving the patients unable to stand by themselves and thus increasing the risk of bedsores and other complications. These result in sustained back pain or back muscle dysfunction.

The current trends toward minimally invasive surgical techniques represent an important shift in the practice of contemporary spinal surgery. Minimizing the skin incision and the muscle and bone damage are key factors of these procedures. Magerl initially reported the first use of percutaneous pedicle screw insertion instrumentation in 1977 and later re-emphasized it in 1984.

Percutaneous screw fixation has been increasingly used after Assaker reported promising results of this procedure in thoracolumbar trauma. The concept evolved over time and was supported by technological improvements such as intraoperative 3D computer tomography, navigation systems and screw improvements. Intraoperative and postoperative blood loss, recovery time and postoperative back pain are minimized in percutaneous fixation due to smaller incisions and less paravertebral muscle damage.

Both operative time and intraoperative fluoroscopy length are less when using the percutaneous approach. On the other hand, minimally invasive approach has benefits such as smaller scars, diminished local pain, reduced postoperative wound pain and shorter hospital stays. The average length of stay was only 1, 5 days in a study published in 2015.

CK-MM (creatine phosphokinase isoenzyme), as a predictor of muscle damage, is significantly reduced in percutaneous approaches compared with open approaches. Extensive dissection and retraction do not only lead to paraspinal muscle denervation and atrophy, but also lead to additional damage from a thermal effect and ischemia.

Although the immediate reduction ability of percutaneous approach is less than open approach, several studies found no differences over time in postoperative visual analog scale pain score (VAS), postoperative Cobb angle, postoperative vertebral body angle (VBA), VBA correction loss, postoperative vertebral body height (VBH) %, VBH correction loss, and screw misplacement between percutaneous and open surgery. Pishnamaz et al. reported that the functional and the radiological outcome of both groups was comparable one year after the surgical treatment. Similarily, this study confirmed that as time went on, the functional and the radiological outcome of percutaneous approach would be better than with open approach, probably due to the integrity of ligamental structures, less damaged in percutaneous.
However, there are certain limitations and disadvantages in the percutaneous technique of fracture instrumentation. Additional repositioning by the device is highly limited compared to the open Schanz screw technique. Also, the surgeon’s experience in minimal invasive surgery should not be neglected: percutaneous technique has a long learning curve associated with a higher rate of the complications caused by screw placement in the early application. To allow for pedicle screw angle variation, the limitation of percutaneous procedures is that they can only be used with polyaxial screws.

Approximately 60% of the fixation strength of thoracic and lumbar pedicle screws is in the pedicle itself. The cancellous bone in the vertebral body adds another 15–20% of strength, whereas purchase in the anterior cortex offers 20–25% increase. Percutaneous approach can result in a similar accuracy of screw placement compared with open approach, provided there is a reliable assistance of intra-operative radiation equipment. The accurate placement of pedicle screws requires skill and experience, especially for the percutaneous insertion technique. Accurate placement of pedicle screws will provide optimal mechanical strength and patients’ safety. According to a prospective trial published in 2013, percutaneous screw application for dorsal pedicle instrumentation is a safe and recommended procedure.

Percutaneous pedicle screw instrumentation itself does not lead to bony fusion of the instrumented vertebral segments. For a long time, compression fractures have been treated with immobilisation without grafting. Bone union is always obtained, thus not a concern. The true problem lies in the loss of correction, mostly in the disc but also in the vertebral body, due to insufficient mechanical strength. In fractures where the instability is bone-related (AO type B2 flexion-distraction fracture), the bone instability is temporary since the instability will not exist once union is achieved. This type of fracture does not require a bone graft. Thus, percutaneous fixation without grafting can be used to treat minimally displaced type A1 and A2 fractures, type A3 (but not A3.3) fractures and type B2 fractures.

Percutaneous screw fixation for type A3 thoracolumbar fractures without neurologic deficits are still controversial. Tien et al. stated that fusion was not necessary when thoracolumbar burst fracture was treated by posterior pedicle screw fixation. The other drawback of percutaneous fixation of thoracolumbar fractures is the requirement for future surgeries to remove the surgical implants. These revision surgeries may require significant muscle dissection.

Concluding, the available evidence shows that most of the patients with thoracolumbar fractures can be effectively managed with percutaneous instrumentation. They will likely benefit from less blood loss, a shorter operative time and long-lasting functional and radiological outcomes.
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